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Abstract. The Galois theory of logarithmic differential equations with re-
spect to relative D-groups in partial differential-algebraic geometry is devel-
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Introduction
In [5] Kolchin gives a thorough exposition of the fundamental results of the
differential Galois theory for strongly normal extensions in partial differential fields
of characteristic zero. This theory extended the Picard-Vessiot theory ([7], [21]),
by enlarging the class of differential field extensions with good Galois groups of
automorphisms. He showed that the Galois group of a strongly normal extension
can be identified with an algebraic group in the (total) constants and that this group
is not necessarily a linear algebraic group (in contrast with the Picard-Vessiot case).
In Pillay’s work [14] the role of the constants in the definition of strongly normal
extension was succesfully replaced by an arbitrary finite-dimensional definable setX
(i.e. a set of differential type zero), and there he presented the more general theory
of X-strongly normal extensions (Kolchin’s extensions being the case when X is the
field of constants). Pillay showed that the Galois group of an X-strongly normal
extension is a finite-dimensional differential-algebraic group (not necessarily in the
constants). It is worth pointing out that in [14] Pillay actually works in the ordinary
case (only one derivation); however, his results extend more or less immediately to
the partial case as long as X is finite-dimensional. One of the intentions of this
paper is to extend Pillay’s results to possibly infinite-dimensional X .
In [15], Pillay observes that his generalized strongly normal extensions can be
viewed as Galois extensions corresponding to logarithmic differential equations on
D-groups. Briefly, a D-group is an algebraic group G equipped with a section
s : G → τG, where τG is the (algebraic) prolongation of G with respect to the
derivations Π = {δ1, . . . , δm}. There is a natural crossed-homomorphism ℓs : G→
τGe called the logarithmic derivative (see §5 below) associated to a D-group. The
equations of which Pillay’s strongly normal extensions are Galois extensions are
of the form ℓsx = a. When G = GLn and s is the zero section, one recovers
the classical Galois theory of linear differential equations (i.e. the Picard-Vessiot
theory).
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The theory of D-groups is very much part of finite-dimensional differential-
algebraic geometry because the set of sharp points
(G, s)# := {g ∈ G : s(g) = (g, δ1g, . . . , δmg)}
is a finite-dimensional Π-algebraic group (working inside a model of DCF0,m) and
all finite-dimensional definable groups are, up to definable isomorphism, of this
form.
To find an infinite-dimensional analogue of Pillay’s differential Galois theory
we introduce relative D-groups w.r.t. D/∆, namely a ∆-algebraic group G, where
∆ ⊂ Π, and a ∆-section s : G→ τD/∆G, whereD := Π\∆ and τD/∆G is the relative
prolongation (w.r.t. D/∆) that was first introduced in [9]. We show that every
definable group of differential type less than the number of derivations is the set of
sharp points of a relative D-group in the above sense, up to definable isomorphism
and possibly after replacing Π by some independent linear combination.
We introduce logarithmic differential equations on relative D-groups, define the
associated Galois extensions, and show that they correspond to the X-strongly
normal extensions for arbitrary (i.e. not necessarily finite-dimensional) definable
sets X . In the case G = GLn and s the zero section, we recover the parametrized
Picard-Vessiot theory considered by Cassidy and Singer [1].
Another generalization of Kolchin’s strongly normal extensions in this direction
was carried out by Landesman in [8] . His extensions are a special case of what we
present here. Indeed, the differential Galois theory we present generalizes Landes-
man’s in more or less the same way that Pillay’s generalized Kolchin’s.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 1 we discuss differential type which
will play a central role for us. In Section 2 we review/develop the fundamen-
tal results of generalized strongly normal extensions but in the possibly infinite-
dimensional setting (i.e. arbitrary differential type). Then, in Sections 3 and 4, we
develop the basic theory of relative D-varieties and relative D-groups, respectively.
In Section 5, we reinterpret generalized strongly normal extensions as the Galois
extensions associated to logarithmic differential equations on relative D-groups. Fi-
nally, in Section 6, we give two examples of non-linear Galois groups associated to
logarithmic differential equations.
Acknowledgements. I would like to thank Rahim Moosa for all the useful discussions
and support towards the completion of this article and Anand Pillay for his helpful
comments on an earlier draft.
1. Preliminaries on differential type
We will work in the language of partial differential rings with m derivations
Lm = {0, 1,+,−,×} ∪ {δ1, . . . , δm}, where Π = {δ1, . . . , δm} are the distinguished
derivations. By DCF0,m we will mean the Lm-theory of differentially closed fields
of characteristic zero with m commuting derivations. In [12], McGrail shows that
DCF0,m is a complete theory that admits elimination of quantifiers and of imaginar-
ies and it is ω-stable. All these model-theoretic properties will be used throughout
the paper.
Let us fix a sufficiently saturated (U,Π) |= DCF0,m and a ground Π-fieldK < U.
We will identify all definable sets with their U-points. Given any A ⊂ U, we will
denote by K{A}Π and K〈A〉Π the Π-ring and Π-field generated by A over K,
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respectively. The Π-constants of any Π-field F ≤ U will be denoted by FΠ = {a ∈
F : δa = 0 for all δ ∈ Π}.
We denote by ΘΠ the set of Π-derivatives; that is, ΘΠ = {δemm · · · δ
e1
1 : ei ≥ 0}.
By ΘΠ(h) we mean the set of derivatives of order less than or equal to h ∈ N.
Recall that the Π-ring of Π-polynomials over K in the differential indeterminates
x = (x1, . . . , xn) is just K{x}Π = K[θxi : i = 1, . . . , n, θ ∈ ΘΠ] and the Π-field of
Π-rational functions over K, K〈x〉Π, is just the field of fractions of K{x}Π.
Fact 1.1 ([5], Chap.2, §12). Let a = (a1, . . . , an) be a tuple from U. There exists a
numerical polynomial ωa/K with the following properties:
(1) For sufficiently large h ∈ N, ωa/K(h) equals the transcendence degree of
K(θai : i = 1, . . . , n, θ ∈ ΘΠ(h)) over K.
(2) deg ωa/K ≤ m.
(3) If we write ωa/K =
∑m
i=0 di
(
x+i
i
)
where di ∈ Z, then dm equals the Π-
transcendence degree of K〈a〉Π over K.
(4) If b is another tuple such that b ∈ K〈a〉Π, then there is h0 ∈ N such that
for sufficiently large h ∈ N we have ωb/K(h) ≤ ωa/K(h+ h0).
The polynomial ωa/K is called the Kolchin polynomial of a over K. Even though
the Kolchin polynomial is not in general a Π-birational invariant, (4) of Fact 1.1
shows that its degree is. We call this degree the Π-type of a over K and denote
it by Π-type(a/K). Similarly, if we write ωa/K =
∑m
i=0 di
(
x+i
i
)
where di ∈ Z, the
coefficient dτ , where τ = Π-type(a/K), is a Π-birational invariant. We call dτ the
typical Π-dimension of a over K and denote it by Π-dim(a/K). We will adopt the
convention that the degree and leading coefficient of the zero polynomial are both
zero, so if ωa/K = 0 then Π-type(a/K) = 0 and Π-dim(a/K) = 0.
As a remark, to those familiar with Laskar rank, let us mention that RU(a/K) ≥
ωm if and only if Π-type(a/K) = m 1. Also, we have that Π-type(a/K) = 0 implies
RU(a/K) < ω (it is not known if the converse holds).
A key theorem regarding Π-type and typical Π-dimension is the following:
Fact 1.2 ([5], Chap. 2, §13). Let a be a tuple from U. Then there is a set ∆
of linearly independent elements of the KΠ-vector space spanKΠ Π with |∆| = Π-
type(a/K), and a finite tuple α from U, such that
K〈a〉Π = K〈α〉∆
with ∆-type(α/K) = Π-type(a/K) and ∆-dim(α/K) = Π-dim(a/K).
We introduce the following terminology for the sake of convenience.
Definition 1.3 (Bounding and witnessing Π-type). Let a be a finite tuple from U,
a set ∆ of linearly independent elements of the KΠ-vector space spanKΠ Π is said
to bound the Π-type of a over K if the Π-field K〈a〉Π is finitely ∆-generated over
K. Moreover, if ∆ bounds the Π-type of a over K and |∆| = Π-type(a/K) then we
say that ∆ witnesses the Π-type of a over K.
Fact 1.2 says that given any finite tuple a we can always find ∆ witnessing the
Π-type of a over K.
1This equivalence is well known, though, to the author’s knowledge, a proof has not appeared
anywhere.
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Lemma 1.4. Let a be a tuple from U, L a Π-field extension of K and ∆ a set
of linearly independent elements of spanKΠ Π. If a |⌣K L, then ∆ bounds the Π-
type(a/L) if and only if it bounds the Π-type(a/K).
Proof. Assume ∆ bounds the Π-type(a/L). Then we can find α a tuple of the form
(a, ∂1a, . . . , ∂sa : ∂i ∈ ΘΠ, s < ω) such that L〈a〉Π = L〈α〉∆; here if a = (a1, . . . , an)
and ∂ ∈ ΘΠ then ∂a = (∂a1, . . . , ∂an). It suffices to prove the following:
Claim. K〈a〉Π = K〈α, δ1α, . . . , δmα〉∆, where Π = {δ1, . . . , δm}.
Let w ∈ K〈α, δ1α, . . . , δmα〉∆, we need to show that δw ∈ K〈α, δ1α, . . . , δmα〉∆ for
all δ ∈ Π. Since w ∈ L〈α〉Π = L〈α〉∆, then w = f(α) for some ∆-rational function f
over L. Thus, there is a tuple β of the form (α, ∂′1α, . . . , ∂
′
rα : ∂
′
i ∈ Θ∆, r < ω) such
that w = g(β) for some rational function g over L. Let ρ be a tuple whose entries
form a maximal algebraically independent (over K) subset of the set consisting of
the entries of β. Then (w, ρ) is algebraically dependent over L. But since a |⌣K L,
K〈a〉Π is algebraically disjoint from L over K. Thus, since (w, ρ) is from K〈a〉Π, we
get that (w, ρ) is algebraically dependent over K. Thus, there is h ∈ K[x, y] such
that h(w, ρ) = 0. Moreover, since ρ is algebraically independent over K, w appears
non trivially in h(w, ρ). Hence, w is algebraic over K(ρ) and so δw ∈ K(w, ρ, δρ) ⊆
K〈α, δ1α, . . . , δmα〉∆. 
Given a complete type p over K its Kolchin polynomial ωp is defined to be ωa/K
for any a realising p. Thus it makes sense to talk about the Π-type and typical
Π-dimension of complete types. Now we extend these concepts to definable sets.
First recall that we can put a total ordering on numerical polynomials by eventual
domination, i.e. f ≤ g if and only if f(h) ≤ g(h) for all sufficiently large h ∈ N.
Definition 1.5. Let X be a definable set. The Kolchin polynomial of X is defined
by
ωX = max
{
ωa/F : a ∈ X
}
,
where F is any Π-field over whichX is defined (the fact that this does not depend on
F is a consequence of Theorem 4.3.10 of [12]). In Lemma 1.6 below we will see that
ωX = ωa/F for some a ∈ X . We define the Π-type of X and its typical Π-dimension
in the obvious way. Also, X is said to be finite-dimensional if Π-type(X) = 0.
Let V be an irreducible affine Π-algebraic variety defined over K. We say that
a is a Π-generic point of V over K if a ∈ V but a is not in any proper Π-algebraic
subvariety of V defined over K. The generic type of V over K is the complete type
over K of any Π-generic point of V over K.
Lemma 1.6. Let X be a K-definable set and let V1, . . . , Vs be the K-irreducible
components of the Π-closure of X over K (in the Π-Zariski topology). If pi is the
generic type of Vi over K, then
ωX = max{ωpi : i = 1, . . . , s}.
Proof. Let b ∈ X , then b is in some Vi. Let ai be a realisation of pi, then there is a
Π-ring homomorphism fi : K{ai}Π → K{b}Π over K such that ai 7→ b. Thus, for
any h ∈ N the transcendence degree of K(θai,j : j = 1, . . . , n, θ ∈ Θ(h)) over K,
where ai = (ai,1, . . . , ai,n), is greater than or equal to the transcendence degree of
K(θbj : j = 1, . . . , n
′, θ ∈ Θ(h)) over K, where b = (b1, . . . , bn′). This implies that,
for sufficiently large h ∈ N, ωai/K(h) ≥ ωb/K(h) and hence ωai/K ≥ ωb/K . 
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Definition 1.7. Let X be a K-definable set. A set ∆ of linearly independent
elements of spanKΠ Π is said to bound the Π-type of X if ∆ bounds the Π-type(a/K)
for all a ∈ X . We say ∆ witnesses the Π-type of X if ∆ bounds the Π-type of X
and |∆| = Π-type(X).
By Lemma 1.4, this definition does not depend on the choice of K. In other
words, ∆ bounds the Π-type(X) if and only if there is a Π-field F , over which X
and ∆ are defined, such that ∆ bounds the Π-type(a/F ) for all a ∈ X . Indeed,
suppose that ∆-bounds the Π-type of X , F is a Π-field over which X and ∆ are
defined, and a ∈ X . One can assume, without loss of generality, that F < K. Let
b be a tuple from U such that b |⌣F K and tp(b/F ) = tp(a/F ). By assumption,
∆ bounds the Π-type(b/K), and so, by Lemma 1.4, ∆ bounds the Π-type(b/F ).
Hence, ∆ bounds Π-type(a/F ).
Remark 1.8. It is not clear (at least to the author) that every definable set has a
witness to its Π-type. However, for definable groups one can always find such a
witness. To see this let G be a K-definable group. Note that, since the property
“∆ witnesses the Π-type” for definable sets is preserved under definable bijection,
a witness to the Π-type of the connected component of G will be a witness to the
Π-type of G. Hence, we may assume that G is connected. Let p be the generic type
of G over K. By Fact 1.2, there is ∆, a linearly independent subset of spanKΠ Π,
such that for any a |= p the Π-field K〈a〉Π is finitely ∆-generated over K. Let us
check that this ∆ witnesses the Π-type of G. Let g ∈ G, then there are a, b |= p
such that g = a · b (see §7.2 of [11]). Thus K〈g〉Π ≤ K〈a, b〉Π, but since the latter
is finitely ∆-generated over K the former is as well.
Lemma 1.9. Let X be a K-definable set and a a tuple from U. Suppose tp(a/K)
is X-internal, then
(1) Π-type(a/K) ≤ Π-type(X).
(2) If ∆ bounds the Π-type(X) then ∆ also bounds the Π-type(a/K).
Proof. Recall that internality means that there is L ≥ K with a |⌣K L and a finite
tuple c from X such that a ∈ dcl(L, c) = L〈c〉Π.
(1) For any d = (d1, . . . , dr), Π-type(d/K) = max
i≤r
{Π-type(di/K)} (see for example
Lemma 3.1 of [13]). Hence,
Π-type(a/K) = Π-type(a/L) ≤ Π-type(c/L) ≤ Π-type(X),
where the equality follows from Lemma 1.4.
(2) Assume ∆ bounds the Π-type(X), then L〈c〉Π is finitely ∆-generated over L.
Since L〈a〉Π ≤ L〈c〉Π, then L〈a〉Π is also finitely ∆-generated over L. But a |⌣K L,
so, by Lemma 1.4, ∆ bounds the Π-type of a over K. 
2. Generalized strongly normal extensions
In this section we extend Pillay’s strongly normal extensions [14] to the possibly
infinite-dimensional partial differential setting. In fact most of Pillay’s arguments
extend to this setting. We therefore focus on the statements rather than the proofs,
giving some details only for the sake of review and to fix notation.
Fix a sufficiently saturated (U,Π) |= DCF0,m and a base Π-field K < U. All
definable sets will be identified with their U-points. Unless otherwise specified the
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notation and terminology of this section will be with respect to the language of Π-
fields; for example,K〈x〉meansK〈x〉Π, generated means Π-generated, isomorphism
means Π-isomorphism, etc.
Definition 2.1. Let X be K-definable. A finitely generated Π-field extension L of
K is said to be X-strongly normal if:
(1) X(K) = X(L¯) for some (equivalently any) differential closure L¯ of L.
(2) For any isomorphism σ from L into U over K, σ(L) ⊆ L〈X〉.
A Π-field extension L of K is called a generalized strongly normal extension of
K if it is an X-strongly normal extension for some K-definable X .
Remark 2.2.
(i) Suppose D = {δ1, . . . , δr}, ∆ = {δr+1, . . . , δm} is a partition of the deriva-
tions Π = {δ1, . . . , δm} with 0 < r ≤ m. If X = UD, then the X-strongly
normal extensions are exactly the “∆-strongly normal extensions” of Lan-
desman [8]. Indeed, one need only observe that in this case (1) is equivalent
to KD = LD is ∆-closed (see for example Lemma 9.3 of [1]).
(ii) A compactness argument, just as in Lemma 2.5 of [14], , shows that if L is
a generalized strongly normal extension of K then L is contained in some
differential closure of K. Therefore, condition (1) can be replaced by
X(K) = X(K¯) and L ⊆ K¯ for some differential closure K¯ of K.
(iii) If L = K〈a〉 is an X-strongly normal extension and b realizes tp(a/K),
then L′ = K〈b〉 is also an X-strongly normal extension. Moreover, if b ∈ L¯
then L = L′. Indeed, if σ is an automorphism of U over K such that
σ(a) = b ∈ L¯, then, by (2), L′ ⊆ L〈X〉. But as L′ ⊆ L¯ |= DCF0,m, we have
that L′ ⊆ L〈X(L¯)〉 = L〈X(K)〉 = L. A similar argument shows L ⊆ L′.
(iv) If L is an X-strongly normal extension of K then, as in Remark 2.6 of
[14], every isomorphism from L into U over K extends uniquely to an
automorphism of L〈X〉 over K〈X〉.
(v) When X is finite, X-strongly normal extensions are just the usual Galois
(i.e. finite and normal) extensions ofK. On the other hand, if Π-type(X) =
m and X(K¯) = X(K), then K¯ = K (this is because X having Π-type equal
to m implies that X projects Π-dominantly onto some coordinate). Hence,
if Π-type(X) = m, X-strongly normal extensions are trivial. Thus, this
notion is mainly of interest when X is infinite and of Π-type strictly less
than m.
For the rest of this section we fix a K-definable set X .
Proposition 2.3. For any L finitely generated Π-field extension of K, condition (2)
of Definition 2.1 is equivalent to L being generated by a fundamental system of
solutions of an X-internal type over K.
Proof. Recall that if a type p ∈ Sn(K) is X-internal there is a sequence (a1, . . . , aℓ)
of realisations of p, called a fundamental system of solutions, such that for every
b |= p there is a tuple c from X such that b ∈ dcl(K, a1, . . . , aℓ, c).
Suppose L = K〈a〉 satisfies condition (2), we claim that tp(a/K) is X-internal
and a is itself a fundamental system of solutions. If b |= tp(a/K) there is an
automorphism σ of U over K such that b = σ(a) ∈ L〈X〉. Hence, b ∈ dcl(K, a, c)
for some tuple c from X . Conversely, suppose L = K〈a〉 and a is a fundamental
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system of solutions of an X-internal type over K. Note that tp(a/K) is also X-
internal with fundamental system of solutions a itself. So if σ is an isomorphism
from L into U over K, then σ(a) |= tp(a/K) and hence there is a tuple c from X
such that σ(a) ∈ dcl(K, a, c) = L〈c〉. That is σ(L) ⊆ L〈X〉, as desired. 
If L = K〈a〉 is an X-strongly normal extension then, by Lemma 1.9 and Propo-
sition 2.3,
Π-type(a/K) ≤ Π-type(X).
Moreover, if ∆ bounds the Π-type of X then ∆ also bounds the Π-type of a over K.
Specializing to the case when D = {δ1, . . . , δr}, ∆ = {δr+1, . . . , δm} is a partition
of Π and X = UD, we recover Theorem 1.24 of [8] that every UD-strongly normal
extension of K is finitely ∆-generated over K.
Now, let L = K〈a〉 be an X-strongly normal extension of K. Following Pillay
(and Kolchin), we define GalX(L/K) := AutΠ(L〈X〉/K〈X〉); that is, GalX(L/K)
is the group of automorphisms of L〈X〉 over K〈X〉. Note that tp(a/K)U is in
dcl(L ∪X), and thus, by (iv) of Remark 2.2, the natural action of GalX(L/K) on
tp(a/K)U is regular. We also let gal(L/K) := AutΠ(L/K), by (iv) of Remark 2.2,
every element of gal(L/K) extends uniquely to an element of GalX(L/K). Via this
map, we identify gal(L/K) with a subgroup of GalX(L/K).
Remark 2.4. If L is also an X ′-strongly normal extension of K then, by (iv) of
Remark 2.2, there is a (unique) group isomorphism
ψ : GalX(L/K)→ GalX′(L/K)
such that σ|L〈X〉∩L〈X′〉 = ψ(σ)|L〈X〉∩L〈X′〉. Moreover, this isomorphism preserves
the action of these groups on tp(a/K)U. We therefore often omit the subscript and
simply write Gal(L/K).
The following theorem asserts the existence of the definable Galois group of a
generalized strongly normal extension and summarises some of its basic properties.
Theorem 2.5. Suppose L = K〈a〉 is an X-strongly normal extension of K.
(1) There is a K-definable group G in dcl(K ∪X) with an L-definable regular
action on tp(a/K)U such that G together with its action on tp(a/K)U is
(abstractly) isomorphic to Gal(L/K) together with its natural action on
tp(a/K)U. We call G the Galois group of L over K.
(2) We have that Π-type(G) = Π-type(a/K) and Π-dim(G) = Π-dim(a/K).
Moreover, ∆ bounds the Π-type of G if and only if ∆ bounds the Π-type of
a over K.
(3) L is a G-strongly normal extension.
(4) The action of G on tp(a/K)U is K-definable if and only if G is abelian.
(5) G is connected if and only if K is relatively algebraically closed in L.
(6) If µ :Gal(L/K) → G is the isomorphism from (1), then µ(gal(L/K)) =
G(K¯) = G(K).
Proof.
(1) The construction is exactly as in [14], but we recall it briefly. Let Z = tp(a/K)U,
by (ii) of Remark 2.2, tp(a/K) is isolated and so Z is K-definable. If b ∈ Z then
b is a tuple from L〈X〉, so by compactness we can find a K-definable function
f0(x, y) such that for any b ∈ Z there is a tuple c from X with b = f0(a, c). Let
Y0 = {c ∈ X : f0(a, c) ∈ Z}, then Y0 is aK-definable set of tuples fromX . Consider
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the equivalence relation on Y0 given by E(c1, c2) if and only if f0(a, c1) = f0(a, c2),
then E is K-definable. By elimination of imaginaries we can find a K-definable set
Y in dcl(K ∪X) which we can identify with Y0/E. Now define f : Z × Y → Z by
f(b, d) = f0(b, c) where c is such that d = c/E. Now note that for any b1, b2 ∈ Z
there is a unique d ∈ Y such that b2 = f(b1, d), and so we can write d = h(b1, b2)
for some K-definable function h.
Define µ : GalX(L/K) → Y by µ(σ) = h(a, σa). Then µ is a bijection. Let G
denote the group with underlying set Y and with the group structure induced by
µ. Then G is a K-definable group and is in dcl(K ∪X). Consider the action of G
on Z induced (via µ) from the action of GalX(L/K) on Z, i.e. for each g ∈ G and
b ∈ Z let g.b := µ−1(g)(b). This action is indeed L-definable since
(2.1) µ−1(g)(b) = f(µ−1(g)(a), h(a, b)) = f(f(a, g), h(a, b)).
(2) Since G acts regularly and definably on tp(a/K)U, the map g 7→ g.a is a definable
bijection between these two K-definable sets. Part (2) follows since Π-type, Π-dim
and the property “∆ bounds the Π-type” for definable sets are all preserved under
extension of the set of parameters, as well as under definable bijection.
(3) Since G is in dcl(K ∪ X) and X(K¯) = X(K), we have that G(K¯) = G(K). If
σ is an isomorphism from L = K〈a〉 into U over K, then, by Remark 2.2 (iv), we
can extend it uniquely to an element of GalX(L/K). Then, by (1), we get that
σ(a) = µ(σ).a is in dcl(L ∪ G) and so σ(L) ⊆ L〈G〉.
(4) If the action is K-definable, then for any g1, g2 ∈ G we have
(g1g2).a = g1.(µ
−1(g2)(a)) = µ
−1(g2)(g1.a) = (g2g1).a,
so g1g2 = g2g1. Conversely, suppose G is abelian and let σ ∈ Gal(L/K) be such
that σ(a) = b, then
µ−1(g)(b) = µ−1(g)(σ(a)) = σ(µ−1(g)(a)) = σ(f(a, g)) = f(b, g).
Parts (5) and (6) follow from the construction of G just as in the ordinary case
and we therefore refer the reader to Lemma 2.11 and Corollary 2.13 of [14]. 
Now, even though the construction of G in Theorem 2.5 depends on the choice of
(X, a, Y, f), if we choose different data (X ′, a′, Y ′, f ′), for the same extension L over
K, and construct the corresponding G′ and µ′, then G and G′ will be K-definably
isomorphic. Moreover, together with any K-definable bijection between tp(a/K)U
and tp(a′/K)U, this isomorphism gives rise to an isomorphism between the actions
of G on tp(a/K)U and G′ on tp(a′/K)U.
Example 2.6. Suppose we have a partition D = {δ1, . . . , δr}, ∆ = {δr+1, . . . , δm}
of Π, X = UD, L is an X-strongly normal extension of K and G is its Galois
group. Then G is in dcl(K ∪UD). Hence, G is a ∆-algebraic group over KD in the
D-constants. Thus, (1) and (2) of Theorem 2.5 recover Theorem 1.24 of [8].
We have the following Galois correspondence, which we state without proof as
it follows precisely as in the ordinary case.
Theorem 2.7. Let L = K〈a〉 be an X-strongly normal extension of K with Galois
group G, and let µ :Gal(L/K)→ G be the isomorphism from Theorem 2.5.
(1) If K ≤ F ≤ L is an intermediate Π-field, then L is an X-strongly normal
extension of F . Moreover,
GF := µ(Gal(L/F ))
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is a K-definable subgroup of G and is the Galois group of L over F . The
map F 7→ GF establishes a 1-1 correspondence between the intermediate
differential fields and K-definable subgroups of G.
(2) F is an X-strongly normal extension of K if and only if GF is a normal
subgroup of G, in which case G/GF is the Galois group of F over K.
Finally, we have a positive answer to the “baby” inverse Galois problem. Again,
Pillay’s proof of Proposition 4.1 of [14] extends to this setting.
Proposition 2.8. Let G be a connected definable group with Π-type(G) < m. Then
there is a Π-field K, over which G is defined, and a G-strongly normal extension L
of K such that G is the Galois group of L over K.
3. Relative prolongations and relative D-varieties
In ordinary differential Galois theory, Picard-Vessiot extensions are Galois ex-
tensions corresponding to certain differential equations on linear algebraic groups
in the constants (i.e. linear ODE’s). Pillay’s generalized strongly normal extensions
correspond to certain differential equations on D-groups. In this section and the
next, we develop the “relative” version of D-varieties and D-groups that will appear
in understanding our generalized strongly normal extensions of the previous section
as Galois extensions of certain differential equations.
Fix a ∆-field K of characteristic zero, with derivations ∆ = {δ1, . . . , δℓ}, and
D : K → K a ∆-derivation (i.e. D is a derivation on K commuting with ∆).
Recall that Θ∆ denotes the set of ∆-derivatives; that is,
Θ∆ = {δ
eℓ
ℓ · · · δ
e1
1 : ei ≥ 0}.
For each f ∈ K{x}∆ define dD/∆f ∈ K{x, u}∆ by
dD/∆f(x, u) :=
∑
θ∈Θ∆, i≤n
∂f
∂(θxi)
(x)θui + f
D(x).
Where x = (x1, . . . , xn) and u = (u1, . . . , un), and the ∆-polynomial f
D is obtained
by applying D to the coefficients of f . Now extend dD/∆ to all ∆-rational functions
over K using the quotient rule; that is, if f = gh ∈ K〈x〉∆ then
dD/∆f(x, u) =
dD/∆g(x, u)h(x) − g(x) dD/∆h(x, u)
(h(x))2
.
If f = (f1, . . . , fs) is a sequence of ∆-rational functions over K by dD/∆f we mean
(dD/∆f1, . . . , dD/∆fs). We sometimes write dD/∆fx(u) instead of dD/∆f(x, u).
An easy computation shows that if a is a tuple from K then
Df(a) = dD/∆f(a,Da).
Definition 3.1. Let V be an affine ∆-algebraic variety defined over K and D a ∆-
derivation on K. The relative prolongation of V (w.r.t. D/∆), denoted by τD/∆V ,
is the affine ∆-algebraic variety defined by
f(x) = 0 and dD/∆f(x, y) = 0,
for all f in I(V/K)∆. Here I(V/K)∆ denotes the ∆-ideal of V over K. If a is a
point in V , we denote the fibre of τD/∆V at a by τD/∆Va.
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The notion of relative prolongation of an affine ∆-algebraic variety was intro-
duced in [9], where it was used to formulate geometric first-order axioms for partial
differentially closed fields.
Remark 3.2.
(i) If V is defined over KD, the D-constants of K, then τD/∆V is just T∆V ,
the ∆-tangent bundle of V introduced by Kolchin in [6]. In general, τD/∆V
is a T∆V -torsor (see [9]).
(ii) Suppose theK-irreducible components of V are V1, . . . , Vs. If a ∈ Vi\∪j 6=iVj
then τD/∆Va = τD/∆(Vi)a (see Proposition 4.1 of [9]).
Remark 3.3. The relative prolongation can be described in terms of local ∆-
derivations along the lines of Kolchin’s definition of the ∆-tangent bundle. We
give a brief explanation. Let V be an affine ∆-algebraic variety defined over K
with coordinate ∆-ring
K{V }∆ := K{x}∆/I ,
where x = (x1, . . . , xn). Let a ∈ V (F ), where F is a ∆-extension ofK. The local ∆-
ring of V at a over K, Oa(V/K)∆, is just the localization of K{V }∆ at the prime
∆-ideal P := {f ∈ K{V }∆ : f(a) = 0}. Note that Oa(V/K)∆ is a ∆-ring extension
of K. A local ∆-derivation at a is an additive map ξ : Oa(V/K)∆ → F commuting
with ∆ such that ξ(fg) = ξ(f)g(a) + f(a)ξ(f) for all f, g ∈ Oa(V/K)∆. If ξ is a
local ∆-derivation at a extending D, then (ξ(x¯1), . . . , ξ(x¯n)) is a solution in F
n to
the system {dD/∆fa(u) = 0 : f ∈ I(V/K)∆}, where x¯i is the image in Oa(V/K)∆
of xi + I. Conversely, every solution b in Fn to the system {dD/∆fa(u) = 0 : f ∈
I(V/K)∆} gives rise to a local ∆-derivation at a extending D defined by
ξb(f) = dD/∆fa(b),
and it satisfies (ξb(x¯1), . . . , ξb(x¯n)) = b. Thus, the set of local ∆-derivations at
a extending D can be identified with the set of solutions in F of the system
{dD/∆fa(u) = 0 : f ∈ I(V/K)∆}. Hence, the F -points of τD/∆Va can be iden-
tified with the set of all local ∆-derivations at a extending D.
Example 3.4. Let ∆ = {δ}, and consider the δ-algebraic variety V ⊆ A defined by
x 6= 0 and δ
(
δx
x
)
= 0.
This is a standard example of a δ-algebraic subgroup of Gm, see for example [1].
We wish to compute τD/δV . First note that V is a quasi-affine δ-algebraic variety
that can be identified with the affine δ-algebraic variety W defined by
f(x, y) := xy − 1 = 0 and g(x, y) := x(δ2x)− (δx)2 = 0.
We get that
dD/δf(x, y, u, v) = yu+ xv and dD/δg(x, y, u, v) = (δ
2x)u − 2δxδu+ x(δ2u).
By Rosenfeld’s criterion (see [5], Chap. IV, §9), the δ-ideal generated by f and g,
denoted by [f, g], is a prime δ-ideal of K{x, y}δ. Thus, by the differential Nullstel-
lensatz, I(W/K)δ = [f, g], and so τD/δW is defined by f = g = dD/δf = dD/δg = 0.
Therefore, the relative prolongation of V , τD/δV ⊆ A
2, is given by
x 6= 0, δ
(
δx
x
)
= 0, and (δ2x)u − 2δxδu+ x(δ2u) = 0.
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More generally, if D = {D1, . . . , Dr} is a set of commuting ∆-derivations on K
then the relative prolongation of V (w.r.t. D/∆) is defined as the fibred product:
τD/∆V := τD1/∆V ×V · · · ×V τDr/∆V.
If V and W are affine ∆-algebraic varieties and f : V → W is a regular ∆-map
(all defined over K). Then we have an induced regular ∆-map, τD/∆f : τD/∆V →
τD/∆W , given on points by
(x, u1, . . . , us) 7→ (f(x), dD1/∆f(x, u1), . . . , dDr/∆f(x, ur)).
Proposition 3.5. τD/∆ is a functor from the category of affine ∆-algebraic vari-
eties (defined over K) to itself. Moreover, τD/∆ commutes with products; that is,
τD/∆(V ×W ) is naturally isomorphic to τD/∆V × τD/∆W via the map
(x, y, u1, . . . , ur, v1 . . . , vr) 7→ (x, u1, . . . , ur, y, v1, . . . , vr).
Proof. For ease of notation we assume D = {D}. We need to show that for each
pair of regular ∆-maps f : V → W and g : W → U we have that τD/∆(g ◦ f) =
τD/∆g ◦ τD/∆f . By the definition of τD/∆ it suffices to show that dD/∆(g◦f)(x, u) =
dD/∆g(f(x), dD/∆f(x, u)). Write f = (f1, . . . , fs). A straightforward but tedious
computation shows that
(g ◦ f)D(x) = dD/∆g(f(x), f
D(x)) =
∑
σ∈Θ∆, j≤s
∂g
∂σyj
(f(x))σ(fDj ) + g
D(f(x)).
Also, for each σ ∈ Θ∆ and j ≤ s we have that∑
θ∈Θ∆, i≤n
∂σfj
∂θxi
(x)θui =
∑
θ∈Θ∆, i≤n
σ
(
∂fj
∂θxi
(x) θui
)
.
Finally, using these equalities we have that
dD/∆(g ◦ f) =
∑
σ∈Θ∆, j≤s
∑
θ∈Θ∆, i≤n
∂g
∂σyj
(f(x))
∂σfj
∂θxi
(x)θui + (g ◦ f)
D(x)
=
∑
σ∈Θ∆, j≤s
∂g
∂σyj
(f(x))

 ∑
θ∈Θ∆, i≤n
∂σfj
∂θxi
(x)θui + σ(f
D
j )

 + gD(f(x))
=
∑
σ∈Θ∆, j≤s
∂g
∂σyj
(f(x))σ

 ∑
θ∈Θ∆, i≤n
∂fj
∂θxi
(x)θui + f
D
j

 + gD(f(x))
= dD/∆g(f, dD/∆f).
The moreover clause follows from the fact that I(V ×W/K)∆ equals the ideal
generated by I(V/K)∆ ⊆ K{x}∆ and I(W/K)∆ ⊆ K{y}∆ in K{x, y}∆. 
Let D = {D1, . . . , Dr} be a set of commuting ∆-derivations onK and Π = D∪∆.
Fix a sufficiently saturated (U,Π) |= DCF0,m such that K < U, and identify all
affine Π-algebraic varieties with their U-points. Let V be an affine ∆-algebraic
variety defined over K. Recall that for each D ∈ D, f ∈ K{x}∆, and tuple a (from
U) we have that Df(a) = dD/∆f(a,Da), and so for each a ∈ V and g ∈ I(V/K)∆
we have
dD/∆g(a,Da) = Dg(a) = 0.
Hence, (a,D1a, . . . , Dra) ∈ τD/∆V for all a ∈ V . This motivates the following
definition.
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Definition 3.6. For each affine ∆-algebraic variety V defined over K, we define
the map ∇VD from V to τD/∆V by
∇VDx = (x,D1x, . . . , Drx).
When V is understood we simply write ∇D.
Remark 3.7. If f : V →W is a regular ∆-map between affine ∆-algebraic varieties
(all defined over K), then ∇WD ◦ f = τD/∆f ◦∇
V
D. Indeed, since for each D ∈ D and
tuple c we have that Df(c) = dD/∆f(c,Dc), for every a ∈ V
∇WD (f(a)) = (a, dD/∆f(∇
V
Da)) = τD/∆f(∇
V
Da).
Now we introduce the relative version of D-varieties.
Definition 3.8. Let D = {D1, . . . , Dr} be a set of commuting ∆-derivations on K.
An affine relative D-variety (w.r.t. D/∆) defined over K is a pair (V, s) where V
is an affine ∆-algebraic variety and s is a ∆-section of τD/∆V → V (both defined
over K) satisfying the following integrability condition, for i, j = 1, . . . r
(3.1) dDi/∆sj(x, si(x)) ≡ dDj/∆si(x, sj(x)) mod I(V/K)∆,
where s = (Id, s1, . . . , sr). By a relative D-subvariety of (V, s) we mean a relative
D-variety (W, sW ) such that W is a ∆-subvariety of V and sW = s|W .
A morphism between affine relative D-varieties (V, s) and (W, t) is a regular ∆-
map f : V → W satisfying τD/∆f ◦ s = t ◦ f . We define the category of affine
D/∆-varieties in the obvious way.
Now let (V, s) be an affine relative D-variety (w.r.t. D/∆) defined over K, we
obtain a Π-algebraic variety (also defined over K) given by
(V, s)♯ = { a ∈ V : s(a) = ∇D(a)}.
A point in (V, s)♯ is called a sharp point of (V, s).
Example 3.9. Let D = {D} and ∆ = {δ}. In example 3.4 we saw that if V < Gm
is the δ-algebraic subgroup defined by x 6= 0 and δ
(
δx
x
)
= 0, then τD/δV ⊆ A
2 is
given by
x 6= 0, δ
(
δx
x
)
= 0, and (δ2x)u − 2δxδu+ x(δ2u) = 0.
An easy computation shows that if α ∈ K is such that δ2α = 0, then for all a ∈ V
we have that (a, αa) ∈ τD/δV . Hence, we get a section s : V → τD/δV defined
by s(x) = (x, αx), and so (V, s) is a relative D-variety w.r.t. D/δ defined over K.
Suppose we are in the case when K = F (w), where F is a differential closure of(
C(t), ddt
)
, and D|K =
d
dw and δ|K =
d
dt , where we regard t and w as two complex
variables. Let α = tw , then clearly δ
2α = 0. In this case the sharp points of (V, s)
are given by
(V, s)# =
{
x ∈ V :
dx
dw
=
t
w
x
}
.
The equation displayed above is a standard example of a linear differential equation
parametrized by t. In [1], it is shown that if a ∈ (V, s)# then the Galois group of
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such an equation over K is given by
a−1(V, s)# =
{
x ∈ V :
dx
dw
= 0
}
.
Proposition 3.10. Let (V, s) be an affine relative D-variety over K.
(1) (V, s)♯ is ∆-dense in V .
(2) The ♯ operation establishes a 1:1 correspondence between relative D-subvarieties
of (V, s) defined over K and Π-algebraic subvarieties of (V, s)# defined over
K. The inverse is given by taking ∆-closures (in the ∆-Zariski topology)
over K.
(3) Assume V is K-irreducible (as a ∆-algebraic variety). There exists a ∆-
generic point a of V over K such that a ∈ (V, s)♯. Moreover, any such
a is a Π-generic point of (V, s)# over K. In particular, (V, s)# will be
K-irreducible.
(4) Assume V is K-irreducible (as a ∆-algebraic variety). Let ωV be the
Kolchin polynomial of V as a ∆-algebraic variety and let ω(V,s)# be the
Kolchin polynomial of (V, s)# as a Π-algebraic variety. Write
s = (Id, s1, . . . , sr),
and let µ = ord(s) := max{ord(s1), . . . , ord(sr)} in case ord(s) ≥ 1, and
µ = 1 in case ord(s) = 0. Then for sufficiently large h ∈ N
ω(V,s)♯(h) ≤ ωV (µh).
In particular, ∆-type(V ) = Π-type(V, s)♯.
Proof.
(1) Let F < U be a Π-closed field extension of K and O be any (non-empty) ∆-
open subset of V defined over F . We need to find a tuple c from F such that
c ∈ (V, s)♯ ∩O. Let W be an irreducible ∆-component of V such that O ∩W 6= ∅
and let a be a ∆-generic point of W over F . Clearly a ∈ O.
Now let f ∈ I(a/F )∆ = I(W/F )∆. Since a is a generic point of W over F , we
can find g such that g(a) 6= 0 and fg ∈ I(V/F )∆. Thus, for i = 1, . . . , r,
0 = dDi/∆(fg)a(si(a))
= dDi/∆fa(si(a))g(a) + f(a)dDi/∆ga(si(a))
= dDi/∆fa(si(a))g(a)
since f(a) = 0. But since g(a) 6= 0, we get dDi/∆fa(si(a)) = 0 for i = 1, . . . , r.
This implies that there are ∆-derivations D′i : F{a}∆ → F{a, si(a)}∆ = F{a}∆
extending Di : F → F such that D
′
i(a) = si(a), for i = 1, . . . , r (see [6], Chap. 0,
§4).
Let us check that D′i and D
′
j commute on F{a}∆; that is, for f ∈ F{x}∆,
[D′i, D
′
j ]f(a) = 0. A rather lengthy computation shows that
[D′i, D
′
j ]f(a) = d[Di,Dj ]/∆f(a, [D
′
i, D
′
j ]a).
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Because Di and Dj commute on F we get f
[Di,Dj ] = 0, so we only need to check
that [D′i, D
′
j ]a = 0. Here we use the integrability condition (3.1), we have
[D′i, D
′
j ]a = D
′
isj(a)−D
′
jsi(a)
= dDi/∆sj(a,D
′
ia)− dDj/∆si(a,D
′
ja)
= dDi/∆sj(a, si(a)) − dDj/∆si(a, sj(a)) = 0.
Thus, the ∆-derivations D′ = {D′1, . . . , D
′
r} commute on F{a}∆. So, F{a}∆ to-
gether with D′, is a differential ring extension of (F,Π) and it has a tuple, namely
a, living in (V, s)♯ ∩O. Hence, there is c in F such that c ∈ (V, s)♯ ∩O as desired.
(2) If (W, sW ) is a relative D-subvariety of (V, s) defined overK then, by (1), the ∆-
closure of (W, sW )
# is just W . On the other hand, if X is a Π-algebraic subvariety
of (V, s)# defined over K and W is its ∆-closure over K, then (W, sW := s|W ) is
clearly a relative D-subvariety of (V, s). We need to show X = (W, sW )
#. Towards
a contradiction suppose X 6= (W, sW )
#. Using the equations of the sharp points
s(x) = ∇Dx, we obtain a ∆-algebraic variety U defined over K such that X ⊆ U
and (W, sW )
# 6⊆ U . This would imply that (W, sW )# 6⊆W , but this is impossible.
(3) Consider the set of formulas
Φ = {x ∈ (V, s)♯} ∪ {x /∈W :W is a proper ∆-algebraic subvariety of V over K}
if this set were inconsistent, by compactness and K-irreducibility of V , we would
have that (V, s)♯ is contained in a proper ∆-algebraic subvariety of V , but this is
impossible by part (1). Hence Φ is consistent and a realisation is the desired point.
The rest is clear.
(4) Let a be a ∆-generic point of V over K such that a ∈ (V, s)♯ (this is possible
by part (3)). Then, since ∇Da = s(a), we get that for each h ∈ N,
K(∂a : ∂ ∈ ΘΠ(h)) ⊆ K(∂a : ∂ ∈ Θ∆(µh)).

Remark 3.11. So far in this section we have been using a partition {D,∆} of Π,
i.e. Π = D ∪ ∆ and D ∩ ∆ = ∅. However, all the definitions and results make
sense and hold if we replace such a partition for any two sets D and ∆ of linearly
independent elements of the K-vector space spanKΠ Π such that their union D∪∆
forms a basis.
We finish this section by showing that each irreducible Π-algebraic variety defined
over K is Π-birationally equivalent to the sharp points of a relative D-variety w.r.t.
D/∆ (with an appropriate choice ofD and ∆ such that D∪∆ is a basis of spanKΠ Π).
This is the analogue in several derivations of the well-known characterization of
finite rank ordinary differential varieties (see §4 of [18]).
Proposition 3.12. Let W be an affine K-irreducible Π-algebraic variety defined
over K with Π-type(W ) = l < |Π| and Π-dim(W ) = d. Then there is a basis D∪∆
of the KΠ-vector space spanKΠ Π with |∆| = l, and an affine relative D-variety
(V, s) w.r.t. D/∆ defined over K with ∆-type(V ) = l and ∆-dim(V ) = d, such that
W is Π-birationally equivalent (over K) to (V, s)♯.
Proof. Let a be a Π-generic point of W over K. By Fact 1.2, we can find a set ∆
of linearly independent elements of spanKΠ Π such that K〈a〉Π = K〈α〉∆ for some
tuple α of U with ∆-tp(α/K) = l and ∆-dim(α/K) = d. Let D = {D1, . . . , Dr} be
any set of derivations such that D ∪∆ is a basis of spanKΠ Π.
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For each i = 1, . . . , r, we have
Diα =
fi(α)
gi(α)
where figi is a sequence of ∆-rational functions over K. Let
b :=
(
α,
1
g1(α)
, . . . ,
1
gr(α)
)
.
Note that b and α are ∆-interdefinable overK, hence ∆-type(b/K) = ∆-type(α/K)
and ∆-dim(b/K) = ∆-dim(α/K). Also, a and b are Π-interdefinable over K and
hence it suffices to show that b is a Π-generic point of the set of sharp points of a
relative D-variety w.r.t. D/∆ defined over K.
Let V be the ∆-locus of b over K (then ∆-type(V ) = r and ∆-dim(V ) = d). A
standard trick gives us a sequence s = (Id, s1, . . . , sr) of ∆-polynomials overK such
that s(b) = ∇Db ∈ τD/∆V . Since b is a ∆-generic point of V over K, we get that
(V, s) is a relative D-variety (w.r.t. D/∆) defined over K. Also, b ∈ (V, s)♯ then,
by Proposition 3.10 (3), b is a Π-generic point of (V, s)♯ over K as desired. 
The proof of Proposition 3.12 actually proves:
Corollary 3.13. Let W be an affine K-irreducible Π-algebraic variety defined over
K and ∆ a set of linearly independent elements of spanKΠ Π such that ∆ bounds
the Π-type(W ) and |∆| < |Π|. If we extend ∆ to a basis D∪∆ of spanKΠ Π, then W
is Π-birationally equivalent (over K) to (V, s)# for some affine relative D-variety
(V, s) w.r.t. D/∆ defined over K.
Remark 3.14. While the definitions and results of this section where stated for
affine ∆-algebraic varieties (for the sake of concreteness), all of them make sense
and hold for abstract ∆-algebraic varieties. One only has to check that all the
above constructions patch correctly at intersecting charts.
4. Relative D-groups
In this section we develop the basic theory of relative D-groups. We prove the
fact that every definable group is the set of sharp points of a relative D-group.
We continue to work in our universal domain (U,Π) with a partition Π = D ∪∆,
D = {D1, . . . , Dr}, and over a base Π-field K < U.
Let ∆′ ⊆ ∆ and suposse V is a ∆′-algebraic variety defined over K. It is not
known (at least to the author) if τD/∆V = τD/∆′V . However, this equality holds
in the case of ∆′-algebraic groups:
Proposition 4.1. Let ∆′ ⊆ ∆ and let G be a ∆′-algebraic group defined over K.
Then τD/∆G = τD/∆′G.
Proof. For ease of notation we assume D = {D}. By (ii) of Remark 3.2 we may
assume that G is a connected ∆′-algebraic group. Let Λ be a characteristic set
of the prime ∆′-ideal I(G/K)∆′ (we refer the reader to ([5], Chap. I, §10) for
the definition of characteristic set). By Chapter 7 of [2], G is also a connected
∆-algebraic group and Λ is a characteristic set of I(G/K)∆. Let a be a ∆-generic
point of G over K. We claim that τD/∆Ga = τD/∆′Ga. Let b ∈ τD/∆′Ga, then
dD/∆fa(b) = dD/∆′fa(b) = 0 for all f ∈ Λ. It is easy to see now that dD/∆fa(b) = 0
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for all f ∈ [Λ]∆, where [Λ]∆ denotes the ∆-ideal generated by Λ in K{x}∆. Now let
g ∈ I(G/K)∆, since Λ is a characteristic set of I(G/K)∆ we can find ℓ such that
HℓΛ g ∈ [Λ]∆ , where HΛ is the product of initials and separants of the elements of
Λ (see Chap. IV, §9 of [5]). Thus we have
0 = dD/∆
(
HℓΛg
)
a
(b) as HℓΛg ∈ [Λ]∆
= HℓΛ(a)dD/∆ga(b) + g(a)dD/∆(H
ℓ
Λ)a(b)
= HℓΛ(a)dD/∆ga(b).
Since a is a ∆-generic point of G over K, HΛ(a) 6= 0, and so dD/∆ga(b) = 0. Hence,
τD/∆′Ga ⊆ τD/∆Ga. The other containment is clear.
Now we show that τD/∆Gg = τD/∆′Gg for all g ∈ G. Let g ∈ G, we can
find h ∈ G such that g = ha. Let λh : G → G denote left multiplication by
h, then τD/∆λ
h(τD/∆Ga) = τD/∆Gg and τD/∆′λ
h(τD/∆′Ga) = τD/∆′Gg. But
τD/∆λ
h = τD/∆′λ
h as G is a ∆′-algebraic group, and so, since τD/∆Ga = τD/∆′Ga,
we get τD/∆Gg = τD/∆′Gg. 
Let G be a ∆-algebraic group defined over K. Then τD/∆G has naturally the
structure of a ∆-algebraic group defined over K; more precisely, if p : G×G→ G
is the group operation on G, then τD/∆p : τD/∆G × τD/∆G → τD/∆G is a group
operation on τD/∆G. Here we are identifying τD/∆(G ×G) with τD/∆G × τD/∆G
(via the natural isomorphism given in the previous section).
Remark 4.2. By Remark 3.7 we have
τD/∆p ◦∇
G×G
D = ∇
G
D ◦ p.
Hence, the section ∇GD : G→ τD/∆G is a group homomorphism.
Let us give some useful explicit formulas for the group law of τD/∆G. For each
f ∈ K{x}∆ let
d∆fxu :=
∑
θ∈Θ∆,i≤n
∂f
∂θxi
(x) θui,
and for a tuple f = (f1, . . . , fs) let d∆fxu be (d∆(f1)xu, . . . , d∆(fs)xu).
If λg and ρg denote left and right multiplication by g ∈ G, respectively, and p is
the group operation on G, then for (g, u1, . . . , ur) and (h, v1, . . . , vr) in τD/∆G we
have
(g, u1, . . . , ur) · (h, v1, . . . , vr) = (g · h, d∆(λ
g)hvi + d∆(ρ
h)gui + p
Di(g, h) : i ≤ r).
The inverse is given by
(g, u1, . . . , ur)
−1 = (g−1, d∆(λ
g−1 ◦ ρg
−1
)g(Dig − ui) +Di(g
−1) : i ≤ r).
It is clear, from these formulas, that τD/∆Ge is a normal ∆-subgroup of τD/∆G.
The following relativization of D-groups is obtained by considering the group
objects in the category of relative D-varieties (w.r.t. D/∆).
Definition 4.3. A relative D-group (w.r.t. D/∆) defined over K is a relative D-
variety (G, s) such that G is a ∆-algebraic group and s : G → τD/∆G is a group
homomorphism (all defined over K). A relative D-subgroup of (G, s) is a relative
D-subvariety (H, sH) of (G, s) such that H is a subgroup of G.
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Remark 4.4.
(1) If (G, s) is a relative D-group then (G, s)# is a Π-subgroup of G. Indeed,
if g and h ∈ (G, s)# then
s(g · h−1) = s(g) · s(h)−1 = (∇Dg) · (∇Dh)
−1 = ∇D(g · h
−1).
Hence, g · h−1 ∈ (G, s)#.
(2) Suppose G is a ∆-algebraic group and (G, s) is a relative D-variety. If
(G, s)# is a subgroup of G then (G, s) is a relative D-group. Indeed, since
∇GD is a group homomorphism, the restriction of s to (G, s)
# is a group
homomorphism, and so, since (G, s)# is ∆-dense in G and s is a regular
∆-map, s is a group homomorphism on all of G.
The correspondence of Proposition 3.10 (2) specializes to a natural correspon-
dence between relative D-subgroups of a relative D-group and Π-subgroups of its
set of sharp points:
Lemma 4.5. Let (G, s) be a relative D-group defined over K such that (G, s)#(K¯) =
(G, s)#(K), for some Π-closure K¯ of K. Then the ♯ operator establishes a 1:1 cor-
respondence between relative D-subgroups of (G, s) defined over K and Π-algebraic
subgroups of (G, s)# defined over K. The inverse is given by taking ∆-closures (in
the ∆-Zariski topology) over K.
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Proposition 3.10 (2) and the discussion
above, except for the fact that the ∆-closure over K of a Π-algebraic subgroup of
(G, s)# is a subgroup of G. Let us prove this. Let H be a Π-algebraic subgroup of
(G, s)# and H¯ its ∆-closure over K. Let
X := {a ∈ H¯ : b · a ∈ H¯ and b · a−1 ∈ H¯ for all b ∈ H¯} ⊆ H¯,
then X is a ∆-algebraic subgroup of G defined over K. We claim that H¯ = X . By
the definition of H¯ , it suffices to show that H(K¯) ⊆ X(K¯). Let a ∈ H(K¯) = H(K),
and consider Ya = {x ∈ H¯ : x · a ∈ H¯ and x · a−1 ∈ H¯}. Then H ⊂ Ya, but Ya is
∆-closed and defined over K, so H¯ ⊂ Ya. Thus a ∈ X , as desired. 
We end this section by showing that every definable group G of differential
type less than the number of derivations is, after possibly replacing Π by some
independent linear combination, definably isomorphic to a relative D-group (w.r.t.
D/∆) with |∆| = Π-type(G). By Remark 1.8 we can find a set ∆ of linearly
independent elements of spanKΠ Π which witnesses the Π-type of G, and hence it
suffices to prove the following.
Theorem 4.6. Let G be a connected K-definable group. Suppose ∆ is a set of
linearly independent elements of spanKΠ Π such that ∆ bounds the Π-type of G and
|∆| < |Π|. If we extend ∆ to a basis D ∪ ∆ of spanKΠ Π, then G is K-definably
isomorphic to (H, s)♯ for some relative D-group (H, s) w.r.t. D/∆ defined over K.
Proof. Recall that anyK-definable group isK-definably isomorphic to a Π-algebraic
group defined over K (to the author’s knowledge the proof of this fact, for the par-
tial case, does not appear anywhere; however, it is well known that the proof for
the ordinary case [17] extends with little modification). Thus, we assume that G is
a Π-algebraic group defined over K. By Corollary 3.13, there is a Π-rational map α
and a relative D-variety (V, s) w.r.t. D/∆, both defined over K, such that α yields
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a Π-birational equivalence between G and (V, s)#. Let p be the Π-generic type of
G over K and q be the ∆-generic type of V over K.
We first show that there is a generically defined ∆-group structure on q. Note
that α maps realisations of p to elements of (V, s)# realising q. Let g and h be
Π-independent realisations of p then
K〈g, h〉Π = K〈α(g), α(h)〉Π = K〈α(g), α(h)〉∆,
and so α(g ·h) ∈ K〈α(g), α(h)〉∆. Thus, we can find a ∆-rational map ρ defined over
K such that α(g ·h) = ρ(α(g), α(h)). Hence, for any g, h Π-independent realisations
of p
α(g · h) = ρ(α(g), α(h)),
and so ρ(α(g), α(h)) realises q. Now, since α(g) and α(h) are ∆-independent reali-
sations of q, we get that for any x, y ∆-independent realisations of q, ρ(x, y) realises
q. Moreover, if g, h, l are Π-independent realisations of p then one easily checks that
ρ(α(g), ρ(α(h), α(l))) = ρ(ρ(α(g), α(h)), α(l)),
but α(g), α(h) and α(l) are ∆-independent realisations of q, so for any x, y, z ∆-
independent realisations of q we get ρ(x, ρ(y, z)) = ρ(ρ(x, y), z).
We thus have a stationary type q (in the language of ∆-rings) and a ∆-rational
map ρ satisfying the conditions of Hrushovski’s theorem on groups given generically
(see [3] or [20]), and so there is a connected K-definable group H and a K-definable
injection β (both in the language of ∆-rings) such that β maps the realisations of
q onto the realisations of the generic type of H over K and β(ρ(x, y)) = β(x) · β(y)
for all x, y ∆-independent realisations of q. We assume, without loss of generality,
that H is a ∆-algebraic group defined over K. We have a (partial) definable map
γ := β ◦ α : G → H such that if g, h are Π-independent realisations of p then
γ(g · h) = γ(g) · γ(h). It follows that there is a K-definable group embedding
γ¯ : G→ H extending γ. Indeed, let
U := {x ∈ G : γ(xy) = γ(x)γ(y) and γ(yx) = γ(y)γ(x) for all y |= p with x |⌣
K
y},
then U is a K-definable subset of G (by definability of types in DCF0,m). If g |= p
then g ∈ U , and so every element of G is a product of elements of U (see §7.2 of
[11]). Let g ∈ G and let u, v ∈ U be such that g = u · v, then γ¯ is defined by
γ¯(g) = γ(u) · γ(v).
It is well known that this construction yields a group embedding (see for example
§3 of Marker’s survey [10]). We also have a (partial) definable map t := τD/∆β ◦
s ◦ β−1 : H → τD/∆H such that for every g |= p, as α(g) ∈ (V, s)
#, we have
t(γ(g)) = ∇HD (γ(g)). Thus, for g, h Π-independent realisations of p
t(γ(g) · γ(h)) = ∇HD (γ(g) · γ(h)) = (∇
H
Dγ(g)) · (∇
H
Dγ(h)) = t(γ(g)) · t(γ(h)).
Thus, for x, y ∆-independent realisations of the generic type of H over K we have
t(x · y) = t(x) · t(y), and so we can extend t to a K-definable group homomorphism
t¯ : H → τD/∆H . Therefore, (H, t¯) is a relative D-group w.r.t. D/∆. Clearly, if g
is a Π-generic of G over K, then γ(g) is a Π-generic (over K) of both γ¯(G) and
(H, t¯)#. Hence, γ¯(G) = (H, t¯)#, as desired. 
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5. Relative logarithmic differential equations
In this section we introduce the logarithmic derivative on a relative D-group
and the Galois extensions associated to logarithmic differential equations. We
then show, under some mild assumptions, that these are precisely the general-
ized strongly normal extensions of Section 1. The theory we develop here extends
Pillay’s theory from [15].
We still continue to work in our universal domain (U,Π) |= DCF0,m, a base
Π-field K < U and a partition Π = D ∪∆ with D = {D1, . . . , Dr}.
Definition 5.1. Let (G, s) be a relative D-group defined over K and e be its
identity. We say that α ∈ τD/∆Ge is an integrable point of (G, s) if (G,αs) is a
relative D-variety (but not necessarily a relative D-group). Here αs : G → τD/∆G
is the ∆-section given by (αs)(x) = α · s(x), where the latter product occurs in
τD/∆G. Clearly ∇De ∈ τD/∆Ge is an integrable point.
Example 5.2. Suppose G is a linear ∆-algebraic group defined over KD (that is, a
∆-algebraic subgroup of GLn for some n). Then, by Remark 3.2 (i), τD/∆G is equal
to (T∆G)
r, the r-th fibred product of the ∆-tangent bundle of G, and so there is
a zero section s0 : G → (T∆G)r. Then (G, s0) is a relative D-group (w.r.t. D/∆).
In this case a point (Id, A1, . . . , Ar) ∈ τD/∆GId = (L∆(G))
r , where L∆(G) is the
∆-Lie algebra of G, is integrable if and only if it satisfies
DiAj −DjAi = [Ai, Aj ]
for i, j = 1, . . . , r. These are the integrability conditions on A1, . . . , Ar that one
finds in [1] or [21].
Lemma 5.3. A point α ∈ τD/∆Ge is integrable if and only if the system of Π-
equations
∇Dx = αs(x)
has a solution in G.
Proof. If α is integrable then, by Proposition 3.10 (1), {g ∈ G : ∇Dg = αs(g)} is
∆-dense in G. Conversely, suppose there is g ∈ G such that ∇Dg = αs(g). To
prove α is integrable it suffices to show that (G,αs)♯ is ∆-dense in G. This follows
from (G,αs)♯ = g(G, s)♯ and the fact that (G, s)♯ is ∆-dense in G. 
Let (G, s) be a relative D-group defined over K. The logarithmic derivative
associated to (G, s) is defined by
ℓs : G→ τD/∆Ge
g 7→ (∇Dg) · (s(g))−1
where the product and inverse occur in τD/∆G.
We now list some properties of ℓs.
Lemma 5.4.
(1) ℓs is a crossed-homomorphism, i.e. ℓs(gh) = (ℓsg)(g ∗ ℓsh). Here ∗ is
the adjoint action of G on τD/∆Ge, that is, g ∗ α := τD/∆Cg(α) for each
α ∈ τD/∆Ge where Cg denotes conjugation by g.
(2) The kernel of ℓs is (G, s)
#.
(3) The image of ℓs is exactly the set of integrable points of (G, s).
(4) For all a ∈ G, tp(a/K ℓsa) is (G, s)#-internal and a is a fundamental
system of solutions.
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Proof.
(1) This can be shown as in Pillay [15]. We include a sketch of the proof. An easy
computation shows that g ∗ α = uαu−1 for any u ∈ τD/∆Gg. Thus, the adjoint
action of G on τD/∆Ge is by automorphisms and
ℓs(gh) = (∇Dg)(∇Dh)(s(h))
−1(s(g))−1
= (ℓsg)(s(g))(ℓsh)(s(g))
−1 = (ℓsg)(g ∗ ℓsh).
(2) By definition of ℓs.
(3) Follows from Lemma 5.3, since if α = ℓs(g) for some g ∈ G then ∇Dg = α s(g).
(4) By basic properties of crossed-homomorphisms ℓ−1s (ℓsa) = a ker(ℓs) = a(G, s)
#
for all a ∈ G. Thus, if b |= tp(a/K ℓsa) then ℓsb = ℓsa, and so b ∈ ℓ−1s (ℓsa) =
a(G, s)#. 
Extending the work of Pillay in [15], we point out that these relative logarithmic
differential equations give rise to generalized strongly normal extensions.
Let (G, s) be a relative D-group defined over K with (G, s)#(K) = (G, s)#(K¯),
for some (equivalently any) Π-closure K¯ of K, and α be an integrable K-point of
(G, s). By Lemma 5.4 (3), the set of solutions in G to ℓsx = α is nonempty. Hence
there is a maximal Π-ideal M ⊂ K{x}Π containing {ℓsx − α} ∪ I(G/K). It is
a well known fact that every maximal Π-ideal of K{x}Π is a prime ideal (see for
example [4]). Let a be a tuple of U such that M = I(a/K)Π. Note that tp(a/K)
is therefore isolated (by the formula which sets the radical differential generators
of I(a/K)Π to zero) and so K〈a〉Π is contained in a Π-closure of K. Moreover,
Lemma 5.4 (4) tells us that, tp(a/K) is (G, s)#-internal and a is a fundamental
system of solutions. Hence, by Proposition 2.3, K〈a〉Π is a (G, s)#-strongly normal
extension of K. We call this the Galois extension associated to ℓsx = α. The Galois
group associated to this generalized strongly normal extension is called the Galois
group associated to ℓsx = α.
Let us point out that the above construction does not depend on the choice of a
(up to isomorphism over K). Indeed, if b is another solution such that I(b/K)Π is a
maximal Π-ideal, then both tp(a/K) and tp(b/K) are isolated and so we can find a
Π-closure K¯ ofK containing b and an embedding φ : K{a}Π → K¯ overK. Since α is
aK-point, ℓsφ(a) = α, thus, by Lemma 5.4 (1), b
−1φ(a) ∈ (G, s)♯(K¯) = (G, s)♯(K).
Hence, φ(a) and b are interdefinable over K and so K〈a〉Π is isomorphic to K〈b〉Π
over K. This argument actually shows that there is exactly one such extension in
each Π-closure of K.
Remark 5.5 (On the condition (G, s)#(K) = (G, s)#(K¯)).
(i) Let G be a ∆-group defined over KD and s0 : G → τD/∆G = (T∆G)
r its
zero section. If KD is ∆-closed then (G, s0)
#(K) = (G, s0)
#(K¯). On the
other hand, if (G, s0)
#(K) = (G, s0)
#(K¯) and ∆-type(G) = |∆| then KD
is ∆-closed.
(ii) Let (G, s) be a relative D-group defined over K. If (G, s)# is the Galois
group of a generalized strongly normal extension of K then (G, s)#(K) =
(G, s)#(K¯) (see (6) of Theorem 2.5).
Example 5.6 (The linear case). Suppose G = GLn and s0 : G→ τD/∆G = (T∆G)
r
is the zero section. By Proposition 4.1, T∆G = TG the (algebraic) tangent bundle
of G, and so τD/∆GId = {Id} × (Matn)
r. If α = (Id, A1, . . . , Ar) ∈ τD/∆GId,
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then the logarithmic differential equation ℓs0x = α reduces to the system of linear
differential equations
D1x = A1x, . . . , Drx = Arx.
As we already pointed out in Example 5.2, α will an integrable point if and only if
DiAj −DjAi = [Ai, Aj ] for i, j = 1, . . . , r.
Also, in this case, (G, s0)
#(K) = (G, s0)
#(K¯) if and only if KD is ∆-closed.
Thus, the Galois extensions of K associated to logarithmic differential equations of
(GLn, s0) are precisely the parametrized Picard-Vessiot extensions considered by
Cassidy and Singer in [1].
Proposition 5.7. Let (G, s) be a relative D-group defined over K with (G, s)♯(K) =
(G, s)♯(K¯) and α be an integrable K-point of (G, s). Let L be a Π-field extension of
K generated by a solution to ℓsx = α. Then, L is the Galois extension associated
to ℓsx = α if and only if (G, s)
♯(K) = (G, s)♯(L¯) for some (any) Π-closure L¯ of L.
Proof. By the above discussion, the Galois extension associated to ℓsx = α is a
(G, s)#-strongly normal. Thus, (G, s)♯(K) = (G, s)♯(L¯). For the converse, suppose
L = K〈b〉Π where b is a solution to ℓsx = α. Then, since tp(b/K) is (G, s)#-
internal and b is a fundamental system of solutions, L is a (G, s)#-strongly normal
extension and so L is contained in a Π-closure K¯ of K. Let a be a tuple from
K¯ such that I(a/K)Π is a maximal Π-ideal. Then K〈a〉Π is the Galois extension
associated to ℓsx = α. But, by Lemma 5.4, b
−1a ∈ (G, s)♯(K¯) = (G, s)#(K), and
hence L = K〈a〉Π. 
The proof of Lemma 3.9 of [15] extends directly to the partial case and yields
the following proposition.
Proposition 5.8. Let (G, s) and α be as in Proposition 5.7. Then the Galois
group associated to ℓsx = α is of the form (H, sH)
♯ for some relative D-subgroup
(H, sH) of (G, s) defined over K. Moreover, if a is a solution to ℓsx = α such that
I(a/K)Π is a maximal Π-ideal, then the action of (H, sH)# on tp(a/K)U is given
by h.b = (aha−1)b.
Proof. We give a slightly more direct argument than what is found in [15]. Let
L = K〈a〉Π be the Galois extension associated to ℓsx = α, where a is a solution
to ℓsx = α and I(a/K)Π is a maximal Π-ideal. Let Z be the Π-locus of a over
K, note that Z = tp(a/K)U and that Z is a Π-algebraic subvariety of (G,αs)♯.
Let f be the multiplication on G and Y = {g ∈ (G, s)♯ : Zg = Z}. Following the
construction of Theorem 2.5 (1) with the data ((G, s)#, a, Y, f), we get a bijection
µ : Gal(L/K)Π → Y defined by µ(σ) = a−1σ(a). It follows that µ is in fact a group
isomorphism, where Y is viewed as a subgroup of (G, s)♯. Let H be the ∆-closure
of Y over K. Since Y is a Π-algebraic subgroup of (G, s)# defined over K, H
equipped with sH := s|H is a relative D-subgroup of (G, s) defined over K and
(H, sH)
# = Y (see Lemma 4.5).
The moreover clause follows by (2.1) in the proof of Theorem 2.5 (1). 
The Galois correspondence given by Theorem 2.7 specializes to this context and,
composed with the bijective correspondence between relative D-subgroups of a given
relative D-group and the Π-algebraic subgroups of the sharp points given in Lemma
4.5, yields the following correspondence.
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Corollary 5.9. Let (G, s) and α be as in Proposition 5.7. Let L be the Galois
extension associated to ℓsx = α with Galois group (H, sH)
#. Then there is a Galois
correspondence between the intermediate Π-fields (of K and L) and the relative D-
subgroups of (H, sH) defined over K.
Now, let (G, s) and α be as in Proposition 5.7, and L be the Galois extension
associated to ℓsx = α with Galois group (H, sH)
#. Suppose that there is ∆′ ⊆ ∆
such that G is a ∆′-algebraic group and s is a ∆′-section (recall that in this case
τD/∆G = τD/∆′G). Let Π
′ = D ∪ ∆′. We can consider the Galois extension
L′ and Galois group (H ′, sH′)
# associated to ℓsx = α when the latter is viewed
as a logarithmic Π′-equation (note that α is also an integrable point when (G, s)
is viewed as a relative D-group w.r.t. D/∆′). In other words, L′ is a Π′-field
extension of K of the form K〈a〉Π′ where ℓsa = α and I(a/K)Π′ is a maximal
Π′-ideal of K{x}Π′ , and (H ′, sH′) is a relative D-subgroup w.r.t. D/∆′ of (G, s)
such that (H ′, sH′)
# is (abstractly) isomorphic to the group of Π′-automorphisms
Gal(L′/K)Π′ . We have the following relation between the Galois extensions L and
L′, and the groups H and H ′:
Proposition 5.10. Let L, L′, H and H ′ be as above. If L = K〈a〉Π then L′ =
K〈a〉Π′ , and H
′ equals the ∆′-closure (in the ∆′-Zariski topology) of H over K.
Proof. Since (G, s)#(K) = (G, s)#(L¯) for some Π-closure L¯ of L, then (G, s)#(K) =
(G, s)#(K〈a〉Π′) for some Π
′-closure K〈a〉Π′ of K〈a〉Π′ . Now Proposition 5.7 im-
plies that K〈a〉Π′ is the Galois extension associated to ℓsx = α when viewed as
a logarithmic Π′-equation, and so L′ = K〈a〉Π′ . Now, to show that H
′ is the ∆′-
closure of H overK it suffices to show that (H ′, sH′ )
# is the Π′-closure of (H, sH)
#
over K. First we check that (H, sH)
# ⊆ (H ′, sH′)#. Let h ∈ (H, sH)#, then there
is σ ∈ Gal(L/K)Π such that h = a−1σ(a). From the latter equation it is easy to see
that σ(a) ∈ L′〈(G, s)#〉Π′ , and so σ restricts to an element of Gal(L′/K)Π′ . Thus,
a−1σ(a) ∈ (H ′, sH′ )#, showing the desired containment. Let Y be the Π′-closure of
(H, sH)
# over K, then adapting the proof of Lemma 4.5 one can see that Y is a Π′-
algebraic subgroup of (H ′, sH′)
#. The fixed field of (H, sH)
# is all of K〈(G, s)#〉Π,
then the fixed field of Y (as a Π′-subgroup of (H ′, sH′ )
#) is all of K〈(G, s)#〉Π′ .
Hence, by the Galois correspondence, Y = (H ′, sH′)
#. 
In the case when (G, s) = (GL, s0) and ∆
′ = ∅, Proposition 5.10 specializes to
Proposition 3.6 of [1].
We finish this section by showing that, under some natural assumptions on the
differential field K, every generalized strongly normal extension of K is the Galois
extension of a logarithmic differential equation. This is in analogy with Remark
3.8 of [15].
Theorem 5.11. Let X be a K-definable set and L an X-strongly normal extension
of K. Suppose ∆ is a set of linearly independent elements of spanKΠ Π such that
∆ bounds the Π-type of X, |∆| < |Π| and K is ∆-closed. If we extend ∆ to a basis
D ∪∆ of spanKΠ Π, then there is a connected relative D-group (H, s) w.r.t. D/∆
defined over K and α an integrable K-point of (H, s) such that L is the Galois
extension associated to ℓsx = α.
Proof. We just need to check that the argument given in Proposition 3.4 (ii) of
[14] for the finite-dimensional case extends to this setting. Let G be the Galois
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group of L over K. Note that, by Theorem 2.5 (5), G is connected and that,
by Lemma 1.9 (2) and Theorem 2.5 (2), ∆ also bounds the Π-type of G. Thus,
Theorem 4.6 implies that G is of the form (H, s)# for some relative D-group (H, s)
w.r.t. D/∆ defined over K.
Now, let b be a tuple such that L = K〈b〉Π and let K¯ be a Π-closure of K
that contains L. Let µ be the canonical isomorphism from Gal(L/K) to (H, s)#.
We know there is some K-definable function h such that µ(σ) = h(b, σ(b)) for all
σ ∈ Gal(L/K). Consider the map ν : AutΠ(K¯/K) → H(K¯) defined by ν(σ) =
h(b, σ(b)). Let σi ∈ AutΠ(K¯/K) for i = 1, 2, and denote by σ′i the unique elements
of Gal(L/K) such that σ′i(b) = σi(b). We have
ν(σ1 ◦ σ2) = h(b, σ1 ◦ σ2(b)) = h(b, σ
′
1 ◦ σ
′
2(b))
= µ(σ′1 ◦ σ
′
2) = µ(σ
′
1)µ(σ
′
2)
= h(b, σ′1(b))h(b, σ
′
2(b)) = h(b, σ1(b))h(b, σ2(b))
= ν(σ1) ν(σ2) = ν(σ1)σ1(ν(σ2))
where the last equality follows from (H, s)#(K¯) = (H, s)#(K). In the terminology
of ([6], Chap. 7) or [16] we say that ν is a definable cocycle from AutΠ(K¯/K) to H .
Using the fact thatK is ∆-closed, we can extend the argument from Proposition 3.2
of [14] to show that every definable cocycle is cohomologous to the trivial cocycle.
In other words, we get a tuple a ∈ H(K¯) such that ν(σ) = a−1 σ(a) for all σ ∈
AutΠ(K¯/K).
Claim. K〈a〉Π = K〈b〉Π.
Towards a contradiction suppose a /∈ K〈b〉Π. Since a ∈ K¯ and K¯ is also a Π-closure
of K〈b〉Π (see [19], Chap. 8), we get that tp(a/K, b) is isolated. Thus we can find
c ∈ K¯ realising tp(a/K, b) such that c 6= a. Then there is σ ∈ AutΠ(K¯/K〈b〉Π) such
that σ(a) = c (see [19], Chap. 8), but this is impossible since σ fixes b iff ν(σ) = e
(where e is the identity of H) iff a−1σ(a) = e iff σ fixes a. The other containment
is analogous. This proves the claim.
By Proposition 5.7, all that is left to show is that α := ls(a) is a K-point. Let
σ ∈ AutΠ(U/K), then a−1σ(a) ∈ (H, s)#. Thus, ∇D(a−1σ(a)) = s(a−1σ(a)) and
so
σ(α) = σ((∇Da)(s(a))
−1)
= (∇Dσ(a))(s(σ(a)))
−1
= (∇Da)(s(a))
−1
= α.
As desired. 
6. Examples
In this section we give two non-linear examples of Galois groups associated to
logarithmic differential equations. Our examples are modeled after Pillay’s non-
linear example given in [15].
First we exhibit a finite-dimensional non-linear Galois group in two derivations:
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Example 6.1. Let Π = {δt, δw}. Let G = Gm × Ga and s : G → τΠ/∅G = (TG)
2
be the (algebraic) section defined by s(x, y) = (x, y, xy, 0, xy, 0). Then (G, s) is a
relative D-group w.r.t. Π/∅, and the logarithmic derivative ℓs : G → (TG)2(1,0) is
given by
ℓs(x, y) =
(
1, 0,
δtx
x
− y, δty,
δwx
x
− y, δwy
)
.
Thus,
(G, s)# = {(x, y) ∈ G : δty = δwy = 0 and δtx = δwx = yx}.
We take the ground Π-field to be K := C(t, ect, ecw : c ∈ C), where we regard t and
w as two complex variables, and the Π-field extension L := K(w, e2wt+w
2
). Then
L is contained in a Π-closure K¯ = C¯ of K and C.
We now show that (G, s)#(K¯) = (G, s)#(K). Let (a, b) ∈ (G, s)#(K¯), then
b ∈ K¯Π = C and
δt
( a
eb(t+w)
)
= δw
( a
eb(t+w)
)
= 0.
Thus a = ceb(t+w) for some c ∈ C, and so a ∈ K.
Now, as L is generated by (e2wt+w
2
, 2w) and this pair is a solution to

δtx = yx
δty = 0
δwx = (y + 2t)x
δwy = 2
,
L is the Galois extension associated to ℓs(x, y) = (1, 0, 0, 0, 2t, 2). Also, since the
transcendence degree of L over K is 2 and (G, s)# is a connected Π-algebraic group
whose Kolchin polynomial is constant equal to 2, then the Galois group associated
to ℓs(x, y) = (1, 0, 0, 0, 2t, 2) is (G, s)
#.
Suppose D = {δ1, . . . , δr}, ∆ = {δr+1, . . . , δm} is a partition of Π = {δ1, . . . , δm}.
Note that while Proposition 2.8 shows that for every connected relative D-group
(G, s) the subgroup (G, s)# is the Galois group of a generalized strongly normal
extension, it is not known (at least to the author) if (G, s)# is the Galois group
of a logarithmic differential equation. The following proposition gives a sufficient
condition on G that allows a construction of a Galois extension of a logarithmic
differential equation on (G, s) with Galois group (G, s)#.
Proposition 6.2. Let (G, s) be a relative D-group and suppose G is a connected
algebraic group. Then there is Π-field K and an integrable K-point α of (G, s) such
that the Galois group associated to ℓsx = α is (G, s)
#.
Proof. We follow the construction given by Pillay in §4 of [14]. Let K0 be a Π-
closed field over which the relative D-group (G, s) is defined and let a be a Π-generic
point of G over K0. Then, since G is an algebraic group, RU(a/K0) = ω
m ·d where
d is the (algebraic-geometric) dimension of G. Let α = ℓsa, K = K0〈α〉Π and
L = K〈a〉Π. Note that L = K0〈a〉Π.
We first check that (G, s)#(L¯) = (G, s)#(K0). Since K0 is Π-closed, if b ∈ L¯
and b |⌣K0
L then b ∈ K0 (this follows from definability of types in DCF0,m).
Thus it suffices to show that g |⌣K0
a for all g ∈ (G, s)#. Let g ∈ (G, s)#, then
RU(g/K0) < ω
m and by the Lascar inequalities
ωm · d ≤ RU(a, g/K0) ≤ RU(a/K0, g)⊕RU(g/K0).
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Hence, RU(a/K0, g) = ω
m · d and so g |⌣K0
a. It follows from Proposition 5.7 that
L is the Galois extension of K associated to ℓsx = α.
Now we check that the Galois group is (G, s)#. From the proof of Proposition
5.8 we see that the Galois group is equal to
{g ∈ (G, s)# : a · g = σ(a) for some σ ∈ Gal(L/K)},
and thus it suffices to show that for each g ∈ (G, s)# we have that tp(a · g/K) =
tp(a/K). Let g ∈ (G, s)#, then by Lemma 5.4 (1) we have that ℓs(a · g) = α. Since
{x ∈ G : ℓsx = α} is in definable bijection with (G, s)# and the latter has Lascar
rank less than ωm, then RU(a/K) < ωm and RU(a · g/K) < ωm. Using Lascar
inequalities again we get that RU(α/K0) = ω
m · d and also that RU(a · g/K0) =
ωm · d. Then a · g is a generic point of G over K0, and so tp(a · g/K0) = tp(a/K0).
But ℓs(a · g) = ℓs(a) = α, thus tp(a · g/K) = tp(a/K) as desired. 
We finish with an example of an infinite-dimensional Galois group associated to
a non-linear logarithmic differential equation.
Example 6.3. Let Π = {δ1, δ2}. Let G = Gm × Ga and s : G → τδ2/δ1G = TG be
the δ1-section given by
s(x, y) = (x, y, xy, δ1y).
Then (G, s) is a relative D-group w.r.t. δ2/δ1. The logarithmic derivative ℓs : G→
TGe is given by
ℓs(x, y) = (1, 0,
δ2x
x
− y, δ2y − δ1y).
Thus the sharp points are given by
(G, s)# = {(x, y) ∈ G : δ2x = xy and δ2y = δ1y}.
Note that Π-type(G, s)# = 1 and Π-dim(G, s)# = 2. By Proposition 6.2, there is
(α1, α2) such that (G, s)
# is the Galois group associated to the non-linear logarith-
mic differential equation {
δ2x = x(y + α1)
δ2y = δ1y + α2
.
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